Proposal 1
Aim:
Clarify Section 7.

Modify...
Section 7 Common 12.4 Sanction Fee
The sanction fee for any 2nd category event is the equivalent of 1.5 entry fees (the pilot-participation fee, inclusive of such compulsory ‘extras’ such as lift passes, etc., but exclusive of accommodation). The sanction fee is payable in euros and shall be a minimum of €50 to cover administrative costs.
In the case of a refund, the administrative costs are not refundable.
If an event has different entry fees depending on the payment date, the sanction fee is set according to the lowest fee.
In case of multi-class events, the sanction fees are not cumulative. The higher entry fee is the base for the sanction fee.

Proposal 2
Aim:
Clean-up Section 7. This has never been implemented.

Suppress...
If an organiser of a 2nd Category event is found not to have checked each competitor’s FAI Sporting Licence a warning letter will be sent by CIVL to the NAC for the first offence and for any subsequent offences a financial penalty will be imposed; this will be that the sanction fee will be doubled for the next sanction application from that country.